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in 2005, christopher null on dvd talk gave the film 3 stars, and wrote, 'in the end, cannibal holocaust
is a guilty pleasure. at its worst, the film is indistinguishable from the trash it's trying to emulate. but
at its best, it's a visceral experience that challenges the viewer to think about his or her own beliefs

and society in a way that is more than the typical documentary. it's a film that is a little too long, and
a little too intense, but it's also just about the most fun to watch that's come out of the horror genre

in quite a while.' the review concludes by calling cannibal holocaust 'a really bad movie'.[14] in 2005,
mike vago on dvd talk gave the film 3 stars, and wrote, 'of all the 'traveling cinema' horror films that
have become staples of the b-movie industry, cannibal holocaust may be the one that best fits that

description. the story is fairly classic, but the visual style and production values are of a much higher
order. the film does have its problems, but cannibal holocaust is well worth a look if you enjoy films

that challenge your thinking.' the review concludes by calling cannibal holocaust 'a really bad
movie'.[15] in 2005, ray vicker on dvd talk gave the film 3 stars, and wrote, 'cannibal holocaust is a
movie that is a lot like porno holocaust, except for one thing - it is not a movie about sex. cannibal

holocaust is a movie about violence. perhaps it is the expression of violence that makes it so
terrifying. perhaps its the sheer quantity of violence. for whatever reason, it made a profound

impression on me. i can't recall another film that had the effect it did. if you want to see a movie that
is so bad it's good, check out cannibal holocaust.' the review concludes by calling cannibal holocaust

'a really bad movie'.[16]
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cannibal holocaust uncut 1080p torrent. - spanish horror film cannibal holocaust (1979) 1080p the
film's plot centers on a group of tourists who enter a tropical jungle in search of an exotic safari. in

the course of their trip, the group encounters a sinister tribe of cannibals who capture and eat some
of the tourists for dinner. in addition, the cannibals use some of their captives as human sacrifices.
the killers are later revealed to be a trio of women who rape and kill the men to use their bodies as
carnival sideshow attractions. it's a fun, non-gory, and fairly intelligent story, with some pretty good
visuals. cannibal holocaust is a must-see for people interested in the genre. it is not for the faint of

heart, however. there are a lot of bloody scenes in this film, especially in the beginning. the audience
will be warned that one of the characters is throwing a girl into the fire, or that someone is being

decapitated, so it will give one the chance to adjust their expectations. some people will also feel the
need to leave the room, but i haven't seen that problem with any other movie. overall, cannibal

holocaust is a decent action film, though not as good as raw meat, which i've also seen. the gore is
fairly realistic, as well as the story line. sadly, all the best cannibals are dead, so i guess it can't be

very good. i don't remember much about this movie, but it was all about cannibals, so i guess it was
good. it's the least violent cannibal movie i've ever seen. the gore is minimal, and it's pretty tame by
modern standards. the plot is interesting, and the action scenes are well-paced. i suggest it for the

lovers of the genre, who are looking for something new. i saw it on dvd, and it's in english and
spanish. it's not very violent, and i found it interesting. 5ec8ef588b
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